
INFORMATION FOR RESEARCH PAPER

How to start research topic? STEP 2. Find information; STEP 3. Make your thesis statement; STEP 4. Make research
paper outline; STEP 5. Oganize your notes.

However, this book, The Elements of Style, has helpful advice and information about writing. Does one
paragraph or idea flow smoothly into the next? The thesis statement is important because it guides your
readers from the beginning of your essay by telling them the main idea and supporting points of your essay.
Quotes accurate in source, spelling, and punctuation? For example, Bill Gates is a billionaire who founded
Microsoft. If you look at the above examples, each of them makes a specific point about the topic. If you log
on the day before and see that the place where you are supposed to turn in your assignment is locked or
unavailable, send your teacher an email so that they can help you submit your paper before it is due. How to
Write a Research Paper. Keep this in mind because providing pertinent background information can be an
effective way to demonstrate that you have a clear grasp of key issues and concepts underpinning your overall
study. Find supporting arguments for each point you make, and present a strong point first, followed by an
even stronger one, and finish with your strongest point. It's possible for search engines to pick up the
information you post. Use a free grammar checker such as Edubirdie. Your teacher may be able to offer you
some tips. So, just to be clear: you can use Wikipedia as a starting point in your research, but you should not
cite Wikipedia as one of the primary sources for your research paper. It usually makes sense to have an
introduction and conclusion, but what goes between will vary based on the contents of your essay. Each
database provides access to many journals, magazines, newspapers and similar publications. Did I miss
anything? Use the guidelines given by your instructor to help pick your paper topic. Checklist ONE: Is my
thesis statement concise and clear? How long should your paper be? Take Notes Paper rules when organizing
your ideas; use index cards to keep track of your thoughts and sources. As a college student, you probably
have access to a number of academic databases that you can use to find scholarly articles. Most research
papers fall into one of three categories: analytical, expository, or argumentative. Be proud, enjoy a job well
done! Are there theories, concepts, or ideas borrowed from other disciplines or academic traditions that may
be unfamiliar to the reader and therefore require further explanation? Bibliography Definition Background
information identifies and describes the history and nature of a well-defined research problem with reference
to the existing literature. Once you have made all the changes you think necessary, read back through your
paper again to be sure it all makes sense. Is the research study unusual in a way that requires additional
explanation, such as, 1 your study uses a method of analysis never applied before; 2 your study investigates a
very esoteric or complex research problem; or, 3 your study relies upon analyzing unique texts or documents,
such as, archival materials or primary documents like diaries or personal letters that do not represent the
established body of source literature on the topic. This step is pretty flexible; different people will research for
a paper in different ways. It's helpful to do a little background reading. Take time to understand exactly what
you are being asked to write and how you will be graded on it. You carefully organized your paper when you
created an outline. If you have any doubts, check out Step 7. Instead of providing individual recommendations
for each publishing format printed, online, e-books etc. Grammarly Premium identifies things that need to be
cited and helps you cite them. So, do not use Wikipedia as a primary source for your research paper. Start by
editing for content. The book consists of different sections, some with specific grammar and writing rules and
definitions and others with general writing advice. Primary sources are documents or other original sources
created at the time of an event, and include official records, correspondence, memoirs, diaries, speeches,
newspaper articles, photographs and more. Political -- concerns the environment in which something is
produced indicating it's public purpose or agenda. Hart, Cris. Grammarly Grammarly is like a super-powered
spell checker.


